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A number book like no other, introducing children to the significance of different numbers and the things they are
associated with. Did you know that an octopus has 3 hearts, every snowflake has 6 points, giraffes have 7 bone in their
necks, cloud cover is measure in 'oktas' from 0 to 8, and that 9 is lucky in China (but unlucky in Japan)? An unusual
approach to a numbers book and a gorgeous and slightly eccentric illustration style will make this title stand out in a
crowded retail environment. By the team who worked together on the acclaimed My First 100 Words Book, Count to 100
and the award-winning Big Book of Colours (winner of the School Library Association's Under 7 Children's Choice Award
2016). An effortless and enjoyable way for children to learn about topics as diverse as fractions, counting, shapes,
measuring, music, dates, animals, space, sports, geography and mythology through the magic of numbers.
From the first locomotive built in 1804 to the high-speed bullet train, The Big Book of Trains is the perfect ebook for kids
who love trains. Includes amazing facts and photographs of trains around the world, The Big Book of Trains covers the
history of trains and train travel. Different types of trains are featured on their own spreads, and each page features
multiple images to give a close-up view as well as informative text about each train. See the differences among
monorails, passenger trains, and TGVs. Learn about pistons, fireboxes, boilers, and coupling rods, and find out exactly
what they do to help the train travel down on the tracks. See key features of each train model and discover the difference
between steam trains and diesels. Find out how trains are designed for certain jobs and tasks, including mountain trains,
snow trains, and freight trains. Look at the biggest and fastest trains in the world. With incredible pictures and informative
text, The Big Book of Trains is the essential ebook for young readers who want to know everything about trains.
Sophia Touliatou's lively illustrations and some quirky touches combine to bring 20 well-loved nursery rhymes to life. This
gorgeous book includes favourites such as Jack and Jill, Humpty Dumpty, Little Bo-Beep, Baa Baa Black Sheep and
Little Miss Muffet. With an introduction by the editor about the benefits of sharing rhymes with little children. A fresh
approach to a nursery rhymes book and a characterful illustration style will make this title stand out in a crowded retail
environment. A QR code on the back of the book links to audio for all the rhymes, making this a great way to learn
pronunciation and build vocabulary for children who are learning to talk or learning to speak English. By the illustrator and
author who worked together on the acclaimed. Big Book of abc, My First 100 Words, Big Book of Numbers, Count to 100
and the award-winning Big Book of Colours.
Synopsis coming soon.......
Looks at some of the biggest insects and spiders in the world.
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Presents activities in the categories of cooking, costumes, gardening, drawing, painting, and crafts.
A fabulous book of enormous animals, including huge elephants, gigantic squids, hefty hippopotamuses and the colossal
blue whale. Huge fold-out pages reveal the tallest, heaviest, and most dangerous animals in the world.
Looks at a wide array of powerful vehicles, including tractors, airplanes, bulldozers, and container ships, in a text with foldout pages.
When Big Pig discovers a treasure map, she sets off to find a fortune. But will someone else get there first? Find out in
this delightful rhyming tale.
The dinosaurs were the biggest creatures ever to walk on the Earth. Open the huge fold-out pages to discover some of
the longest, heaviest and most terrifying of all creatures-from the mighty brachiosaurus to the fearsome tyrannosaurus.
An essential vocabulary builder for young children, with around a thousand everyday words and pictures, arranged
thematically.
Introduces various sea creatures, including mammals, animals with and without shells, sharks, and fish, providing
information on their sizes and characteristics.
The Usborne Big Book of Big MachinesUsborne Pub Limited
By following the very simple step-by-steps in this fun drawing book you can draw dolphins diving in the sea, knights
guarding a castle, monster faces, buzzing bees, and lots, lots more.
A collection of unusual facts, games, puzzles, activities, and artwork centering around the world of insects.
New edition of 9781409564027 - a thin board book. Now converted into a stylish hardback with thick paper. A big picture
book with giant fold-out pages to satisfy the curiosity of every young space enthusiast. Everything children need to know
about the solar system, which is dispalyed on a huge double-gate fold. Makes a perfect gift which children will pore over
for hours.
A fantastic book crammed with the world's biggest and best trains. Young train enthusiasts will love learning about record-breaking trains,
mountain trains, luxury travel, diesel power, steam giants and high speed electric and lots more featured in this great big book packed with
stats and facts. Includes four gatefold spreads which open out to reveal the truly stunning types of the world's trains.
Presents facts about the physical aspects of animals which are grouped into categories such as sea creatures, polar animals, and dangerous
animals.
Young children can learn all about how the heart pumps blood, what the brain does, the different bones in the bones and much more in this
detailed introduction to the human body.
Provides instructions for creating science-themed crafts and performing simple science experiments.
Open out the giant fold-out pages to find out about some of the world's biggest, strongest and tallest tractors. Everything you need to know
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about tractors large and small, from all around the world, a book to pore over for hours. This attractive picture book format replaces the
original board book format, ISBN 9781409549888.
Warning: this book contains some seriously scary monsters! Do not read before bed or when the wind is howling outside... From the Ancient
Greek cyclops to Japanese orges, discover some of the most terrifying beast in myths and legends.
Open out the giant fold-out pages to find out about some of the world's biggest, strongest and tallest machines. Full of the world’s biggest
machines found on building sites, farms, airports and dockyards including one of the biggest machines ever, the bucket-wheel excavator
used in mining. For the biggest of machines, the book includes two giant foldout pages. This attractive picture book format replaces the
original board book format, ISBN 9781409507314.
From the great white shark to the mighty blue whale, children will love discovering the biggest creatures under the sea (and some of the
littlest too).
This fun and stylish book is full of exciting things to doodle. Add beaks and hats to penguins, dials and lights to robots, patterns and tongues
to snakes, and lot's lot's more.
Four titles from Usborne's popular Young Search series are now available in one chunky volume, providing hours of puzzle-solving fun. Ages
3+
A boy and rabbit both have two eyes that see all kinds of things, from blue and red to a bird and a bed.
Open out the giant fold-out pages to find out about some of the world's biggest, strongest and tallest trucks. Formerly the Big Book of Big Big
Trucks 9781409523260 - a thin board book. Now converted into a stylish hardback with thick paper - the big gatefold pages still work in thick
paper. Now an arty, gifty book. (previously a mismatch between the level of information and the board book format.)
Open out the giant fold-out pages to find out about some of the world's biggest, strongest and tallest trucks. Age: 3 years +
Boys will find masses to keep them occupied in this bumper activity book, crammed with things to draw, doodle and colour. Turn shapes into
monsters, customise trainers, create a Roman city, complete a circuit board and lots, lots more. A substantial gift sure to be returned to time
and time again.
A picture book that provides hours of puzzle-solving fun, and also helps develop pre-reading and number skills.
Sophia Touliatou's dynamic and joyous illustrations and some unusual word combinations make this an alphabet book like no other. Through
busy, annotated pages children are introduced to upper and lower-case letters, pictures of things they are associated with (from amazing
armadillos to zippy zebras) and facts about them. An unusual approach to an alphabet book and an eye-catching and quirky illustration style
will make this title stand out in a crowded retail environment. An engaging and enjoyable way for children to learn letter recognition, letter
sounds and alphabetical order. By the team who worked together on My First 100 Words Book, Count to 100, The Big Book of Numbers and
the award-winning Big Book of Colours (winner of the School Library Association's Under 7 Children's Choice Award).
From an amazing stick insect longer than your arm to gigantic spiders as big as a dinner plate, this book's huge fold-out pages let readers
discover how big some of the biggest bugs in the world really are.
This fascinating book shows you how to investigate the world around you and discover science in action.
"Nursery Rhymes included are: Do you know the muffin man?; Pat-a-cake, pat-a-cake; Old King Cole; The Queen of Hearts; Jack and Jill;
Humpty Dumpty; Little Bo Peep; Mary had a little Lamb; Hickory dickory dock; 1,2,3,4, Mary at the cottage door; Little Miss Muffet; Mary Mary
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Quite Contrary; Rub a dub-dub; 1,2,3,4,5, once I caught a fish alive; Old Mother Hubbard; This little piggy; Sing a song of sixpence; Baa baa
Black Sheep; Hey didddle diddle and Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star"-A big picture book with giant fold-out pages to satisfy the curiosity of every young child. This book will teach children fun facts about general
knowledge, which is all displayed on a huge double-gate fold. Makes a perfect gift which children will pore over for hours.
This dynamic and joyous exploration of difference helps young children learn to respond in a kind and equal way to everyone regardless of
shape, size, age, physical and mental ability, gender, race, beliefs, language, culture, national identity, background, and so on. With topics
ranging from clothes, hair, music and food to homes, festivals and families, there is plenty for children to talk about as they find out about
diversity and see how differences relate to them.
Take a whistle-stop tour through the alphabet from amazing aardvarks, big brown bears and crazy cats, via dancing ducks, invisible imps and
naughty narwhals to yawning yaks and zooming zeppelins.
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